
“ 144 MHz Meteorscatter Sprint Contest 2019 “



SOAPBOX:

UT2UB

It was nice to hear old friends with new correspondents. Thank you for the pleasant minutes spent on
the air. See you next year 2020.

EA3MS

I  really  thank  you  for  the  nice  contest  and  for  taking  the  time  for  organising  this  event.  I  will
encourage everyone to participate in this contest and MS activity. I try to be QRV on MS every year
on Perseids. After all, I appreciate many long and strong reflections during the contest period. Most
of the QSO´s were finished in less than 5 minutes in FSK441. I switched sometimes to random SSB
frequency 144.200, but did not hear anything. My highlights was to work LZ0C breaking the 2.000 km
distance  and  also  I8/UT3UX  and  YO2NAA  working  with  low  power.  This  proves  that  MS is  also
possible with small equipment. Hope to hear you next year.

73 de Carlos, EA3MS (DK7ME)



PA2CHR

Good reflections from time to time. Pitty to see that many stations work MSK144 as short reflections
will not decode. Good activity.

 

PA5Y

Not really contesting but more looking for DX.

 

EM44T

Thanks for all calls. QSL will be send by buro. Special thanks to Dima, UT8LN, for making this happen.





EA1BYA

My equipment during the contest were Yaesu FT736R with 10 Watts output, exciting an old Naigai
nag-144XL amplifier so 180 Watts output in my Daiwa Power Meter, plus 30 meters of Ecoflex-10
coaxial and 9 elements Tonna without elevation.

Best regards and see you soon. It was my pleasure again this year.

73. Joseba Andoni Barrio - EA1BYA

 

EA2BFM

This is my first activity in MS. Really interesting, I'll try again.

          



US8AR

Thanks for the interesting contest!

 

DP9X

please find attached the not so big DP9X log. My station was 50 w / 11.1 dBd, so I'm applying for the
qrp class. My qth jo50fw.

I operated portabel in compliance with SOTA rules from the top of Großer Hörselberg (484m asl). The

station was battery driven and everything fits in my rucksack, including antennae and mast. I only
made one qso, but now I can claim the first SOTA MS qso.

Thanks & 73

SF6F

Thanks for the nice contest!



LAoBY

My log is rather short also this year, as I was focused on working new squares or long DX. I found the

Perseids 2019 to be quite good for working long distance, even though I  was perhaps not at my
hilltop site during the best hours.  My longest contact was with RW3QJA over 2088 km. I  copied
UA6LQZ and LZ0C several times, both over distances of ca 2240 km. The maximum seemed to have
occurred about as predicted. I found the activity to be very high, such that I wonder if we really need
the MS-SPRINT as measure to boost activity during Perseids. Perhaps it should be moved to another

less popular MS shower?

This year I was using MSK144 for the first time, and this was good, as most of the random activity was
on 144.360 MHz in MSK. I found MSK to be very convenient for activity monitoring, as both calls are
displayed correctly upon reception of a proper burst and often even the square. But the habit of QSY
away (e.g. calling CQ 334) from the crowds seemed not as established yet as it was for FSK. It seems

that the FSK441 calling frequency 144.370 MHz is not very useful anymore for judging activity, as
most people call on 360 in MSK. But I like to use FSK for sked attempts, as it is possible to use partial
decodes.  I  also  tried  a  some  SSB  operation,  in  order  not  to  forget  about  this  exciting  style  of
operation. During the best hours of the Perseids SSB works really well.

73 and thanks for all contacts,

Stefan (LA0BY)

YU7ON

Hello MS friends, Our team has participated first time in MS sprint contest this year. Station activity
was  high  as  usual.  Perseids  maximum  was  not  very  expressed.  Some  photos  can  be  found  at:

http://www.yt7c.org.rs/Galerija/mss19yu7on/index.htm Team:  S54AC,  YU7KB,  YU7MS,  YU7ON,
YU7PAA, YU7PS Thanks each and every one for nice QSOs, see you next year.

Below selection of the pictures of their website.

http://www.yt7c.org.rs/Galerija/mss19yu7on/index.htm




The 2020 edition of the contest will be held from August 11th 2020 15.00 UTC until August 13th 2020
14.59 UTC. This timeframe will cover the maximum of the shower which will occur on August 12th
2020 between 13.00 UTC - 16.00 UTC. It will also cover an earlier pre-maximum on August 12 2020

around 10.00 UTC.

Organisers are asking kindly to send a copy of this invitation to the VHF-editor of your country and ask him to
publish this invitation in the magazine and on their website. In the past we have try to find and contact VHF-editors
around the world but it has been proven to be an almost impossible task.


